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GAME & EARN
3.5%

DEVELOPMENT
3.5%

LIQUIDITY & BURN
1%

TOKENOMICS

Our tokenomics are taxes applied on tokens being bought & sold. To
ensure the continuous growth of our ecosystem, 3.5% of every trade
will be contributed to the development of utilities & marketing, 1% of

every trade will be contributed towards the liquidity pool to help
provide price stability and defense against chart manipulation. 

 
As part of our long term ambitions, 3.5% of our tokenomics will also
be contributed to both our Passive Income Modules & for injecting

rewards into our game - this will allow investors to generate a
passive income through gaming.

 

CONTRACT AUDITED BY



CIRCULATING SUPPLY

Total Maximum Supply of Kishimoto tokens:
 100,000,000,000 (100 Billion).

Ethereum & Binance Smart Chain
 

Tokens Removed From Circulation (Burned): 
50,000,000,000 (50 Billion)

Ethereum & Binance Smart Chain
 

Total Circulating Supply: 50,000,000,000
(c. 50 Billion Tokens as of 30/09/22)

Ethereum & Binance Smart Chain

 Circulating Supply is the amount of tokens from
the total supply that are available to buy, sell or

trade in the market.
 

Circulating Supply = Market Cap/Price



We have implemented the ability to bridge Kishimoto tokens across different
networks into our Ecosystem. Holders are currently able to bridge between

Ethereum & Binance Smart Chain networks.
 

The purpose of implementing a bridge into our ecosystem allows holders the
ability to utilize arbitrage price action across both networks, including our
current staking pools located on Unicrypt - these offer two separate pools

supporting each chain offering higher and lower APR % returns. By utilizing our
bridge, stakers can take advantage of the higher rewarded staking pools and

then bridge back at the end of the term if so desired. 

BRIDGING MADE EASY

As part of our extensive roadmap we will be launching
our native token Kishimoto on the Polygon network.

This will also be incorporated as our third chain
utilizing our bridge. The main purpose of utilizing

Polygon will be as the supporting network for
Ascension - our Open World Role Playing Game. This

will allow for minimal transaction fees when
harvesting in-game rewards. The in-game items

collected during play will be Polygon NFTs tradable
with other players as well as on OpenSea and other

supporting platforms.



We locked our liquidity on both the Ethereum and Binance
Smart Chain networks for six months. Our liquidity lock will

increase in thresholds based on market capital increasing. We
understand the importance of safety in this space and to

provide reassurance to our community, we made the decision to
lock our liquidity for this period of time.

 
Ethereum Lock:

 
https://app.unicrypt.network/amm/uni-

v2/pair/0xa3bde90b41E04c568051Ba22043298926900fDA5
 

Binance Smart Chain Lock:
 

https://app.unicrypt.network/amm/pancake-
v2/pair/0x1837eBC4c51C43Bf5232318C34520E552a920A87

LIQUIDITY LOCK
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OUR ECOSYSTEM

The Kishimoto ecosystem is built on the foundations of our
utilities. Introducing the four elements powering our future:

 
 Virtual Reality 3D NFT Marketplace, Play to Earn Open

World Gaming, Virtual Private Network and Passive Income
Modules. These are the elements that connect our

ecosystem through its evolution.
 

Our vision is clear, transparent and forever evolving.
Adapt, Improvise & Overcome.

 



KISHIMOTO
METAVERSE MUSEUM

Our team take extensive pride in our developments and educating
the wider audience on our ecosystem. We have built a completely
unique 3D metaverse museum which you can explore everything

you need within the Kishimoto ecosystem. 
 

Spatial.io has pioneered a paradigm-shifting 3D VR-compatible
digital metaverse, revolutionizing the way we appreciate and

engage with art. Kishimoto's Virtual Museum offers an unparalleled
digital experience, brimming with informative content, interactivity,

and engagement. By leveraging state-of-the-art technology, this
digital museum boasts a plethora of features, including interactive
3D environments, 360-degree perspectives of artworks, real-time

avatar interactions and much more.
 

We cordially invite you to embark on a journey of artistic
exploration like never before through the Kishimoto Tokens Digital

Museum, powered by Spatial.io, the ultimate immersive
experience.

 



ASCENSION

Introducing an Open World Role Playing Game (RPG) with Player vs
Player (PvP) and Player vs Environment (PvE) aspects to benefit both
styles of gameplay. This will grant users the ability to gain new skills,

attributes and level up their characters as they progress on their
journey through the realms of Ascension. 

 
The development of Ascension will be forever expanding, supplemented
by the tokenomics of Kishimoto providing sustainable growth allowing

for the ultimate experience for gamers and Kishimoto holders, including
earning the native token for advancing in the game. Players will also

have the ability to wager tokens in Ascension's Duel game mode.
Dueling will comprise of players wagering tokens in a one on one battle

to the death, winner take all.
 

Integrating gaming into our ecosystem with the assistance of highly
skilled game developers is at the forefront of our roadmap. 

Our open world role playing game will be introduced into the Kishimoto
ecosystem in Q1 of 2023.

 

OPEN WORLD ROLE PLAY GAMING



Game players will have a unique incentive being rewarded through our
native token using our reward tokenmonics to supply in-game earnings.
The development of Ascension will continue to expand indefinitely from

the benefit of our ecosystem, including our Nemesis: Rise Of Samurai NFT
Collection.  

 
During your time in Ascension, you will have the opportunity to earn
Kishimoto tokens - these cryptocurrency assets will be based on the

Polygon network. A major benefit to Polygon gamers is the ability to utilize
the most economic friendly fees while interacting with microtransactions in

game while still being on a secure and reputable blockchain.
 

The equipment & items you obtain during your adventures in Ascension
will be completely unique. These in-game items will be Polygon NFTs and
players are free to trade these NFTs on the blockchain utilizing OpenSea.
Ascension will provide the elite blockchain gaming experience, merging

crypto and gaming harmoniously.
 

*Nemesis NFT bearers will be granted  
exclusive first access to the game for an extensive period of time*

 



VIRTUAL PRIVATE NETWORK

WHAT IS A VIRTUAL PRIVATE NETWORK?

Virtual Private Network services establish secure and encrypted
connections to provide greater privacy and security than a secure

Wi-Fi hotspot or regular internet connection.

WHY USE A VIRTUAL PRIVATE NETWORK?

When you are using a Virtual Private Network, not even your internet
service provider (ISP) can see what you are doing. Use a VPN to stay

protected at home or on the road, especially when you are using public
Wi-Fi hotspots.

WHY USE OUR VIRTUAL PRIVATE NETWORK?

You will be able to purchase your subscription in a unique way that
doesn't require any personal information. This provides greater security

while you stay anonymous, protecting your privacy even further. This
unique process unlocks complete anonymity to the desired users. Our

VPN application will be available on PC, Mac, iOS and Android



PASSIVE INCOME MODULES

The foundations of Kishimoto started with staking. Our ecosystem
will grant opportunity to both Ethereum & Binance Smart Chain

investors eager to make their investment work for them. 
 

We have introduced staking Kishimoto for Kishimoto on Unicrypt.
The purpose of our staking module is to provide investors the

ability to maximise their current holdings for the passive income
modules that lie ahead for alternative projects.

 
The current staking module allows you to either lock your tokens
for a boost in rewards or alternatively remain unlocked without a
boost. This particular module will last for six months providing the

opportunity to accumulate more Kishimoto tokens on both
supporting chains (Ethereum & Binance Smart Chain). 

 
Our team have now injected 4.5% of our circulating supply into our

passive income modules to date., these tokens are distributed to
investors who accumulate through staking.

UNICRYPT STAKING ETH & BSC
KISHIMOTO FOR KISHIMOTO



PASSIVE INCOME MODULES

Part of our ambitions are allowing consumers to diversify their
portfolios utilizing Kishimoto Tokens. Our team have always been

advocates of providing our investors with the opportunity to
maximise their portfolios with other vetted projects that have

extensive long term ambitions within crypto.
 

The process of staking will consist of locking your tokens into our
passive income modules for a selected duration of time. Once the

pool has expired you will retrieve your tokens along with your
generated rewards over the threshold you agreed to enter.

 
The chronicles of Kishimoto's staking will provide our investors

with colossal opportunities to diversify as part of our new journey,
and we are passionate to continue these milestones that our team

has already achieved. 
 
 

DIVERSIFY WITH KISHIMOTO



CHRONICLES OF KISHIMOTO
STAKING

Our development team have always been passionate about giving
back to our community. The staking modules were a primary focus

from the moment they were integrated into our ecosystem in
November 2021.  

 
The idea of diversification spanned from success within the team

through their own journeys in crypto. Our chronicles began with a ten
day staking event giving our investors opportunity to accumulate

Kishimoto tokens by staking their Kishimoto tokens.
 

Briefly after the expiration of the ten day staking event, we
introduced a sixty-day pool granting exclusive rewards to our

community in our $1,000,000 Saitama staking event.
 

Once the Saitama staking event concluded our team introduced
passive income modules for our former governance token Katsumi in

February 2022. 90% of the entire supply of Katsumi tokens was
reserved exclusively for staking rewards which were only obtained by

by staking Kishimoto tokens in a flexible staking event. 
 

 To diversify even further, we created the Katsumi Emerald Pools
staking event which provided multiple different modules for staking

the newly earned Katsumi tokens for projects such as Sharity,
Serenity, Dream, Lyst, Para and Medi Token. 



NEMESIS: RISE OF SAMURAI 

The Nemesis NFT Collection is another element in our
forever evolving ecosystem which will also be incorporated
into our Open World RPG Ascension as part of our roadmap
origins. This collection represents the strength and tenacity

of our community.  
 

The Nemesis NFT Collection consists of 8,000 unique
digital assets that will be based on the Ethereum

Blockchain. Nemesis has been incorporated to benefit the
Kishimoto Ecosystem first & foremost. Our Nemesis

collection grants holders staking for Kishimoto Tokens as
part of our roadmap origins & also exclusive access to

Ascension including all in game perks.



NEMESIS: RISE OF SAMURAI
The mechanics of staking are

incorporated by utilising revenue
generated from public minting, to

provide essential purchases of
Kishimoto tokens and to be distributed
amongst those who stake their NFTs.

 
Every aspect of the Nemesis collection
will contribute & benefit towards the

sustainable growth of our ecosystem by
supporting price action and trading

volume of our native token. 
 

Kishimoto tokens will be distributed to
our Nemesis investors through our
upcoming NFT staking platform in

Chapter four of our extensive roadmap.

The traits are programmatically
assigned but manually drawn, giving
each artwork a distinct identity and

lending additional value to the
Kishimoto Community

 
Your Nemesis NFT is your clan

membership - it unlocks exclusive
perks and grants you preferential

access to events that celebrate the
spirited nature of our community.

 
*Those who wield Nemesis will be

granted early access & exclusive perks
within Ascension.*



It had been a long night for Kishimoto, the small town surrounded by
mountains and forests. The people of the village were all aware that

something was coming; they could feel it in their bones. They knew it wasn't
just some ordinary storm or natural disaster - no, this was something far

worse.
 

Beware, children of the Ninja! For ages untold, there have been whispers of
a powerful and ancient race capable of bending light itself to their will. The

Apes - as they are known in legend - were said to possess an eerie
knowledge beyond comprehension; so much so that with but one whisper

could make entire galaxies disappear from sight forever. Now, these
mysterious beings set their sights upon Kishimoto, determined once more
to assert dominion over this doomed corner of space! How may we resist

before our cosmos is erased?
 

The stories told from generation to generation began to take shape as
reality: the Apes had come into our world! An ancient alien race with

mysterious powers beyond comprehension, these apes had traveled across
galaxies and eons only to arrive at Kishimoto's doorstep. It seemed like an

impossible battle would be fought if anyone were brave enough to stand up
against them.

 
However, there was hope! After much research and contemplation, one of
Kishimoto's most talented scientists discovered a way for humans to fight
back - time travel! Using his newly developed technology he proposed that
a team of samurai warriors be sent back in time before the Apes' arrival so

they could assemble an army large enough to combat them when they
eventually arrived at present-day Kishimoto.

The citizens cheered upon hearing this news as many believed this plan
gave them a fighting chance against the seemingly invincible force of apes.

With newfound courage and determination, five brave heroes set off on
their mission through time while everyone else stayed behind prepared for
what might happen once these warriors returned with their reinforcements

from centuries past.
 

CHRONICLES OF NEMESIS



As days went by without any sign or word from our heroes we began losing hope
again until finally one fateful morning we heard distant cries coming closer

followed soon after by thunderous roars - it was our saviors returning victorious
with an army led by none other than Miyamoto Musashi himself! This legendary

warrior brought along powerful allies such as Oda Nobunaga and Tokugawa
Leyasu who joined forces on behalf of humanity against the Apes’ tyranny which

we hope, will ultimately result in victory, over evil!
 

Time stands still at the Kishimoto Clan and they have a mission – defeat those
pesky Apes of the hidden galaxy! How? By turning to the Metaverse, which will
offer Samurai answers as well as hope. As these heroes gather their strength
here in this space outside time itself, what plan could they devise that's more

powerful than any weapon..?? Is there anything mightier than swords and
courage alone?

 
With cheers echoing throughout all corners of Kishimoto we celebrated together
not knowing what awaits us next but nevertheless filled with joy uniting against

adversity. The mission? Triumph...
 

~ Miyamoto Kobayash




